The American Bread and Puppet Theater, funded and coordinated by Peter Schumann, answered the International Theater Festival for the Young Public's invitation at its 10th edition. This event was a Prologue, according to the organizers, and took place on the 30th of September. I arrived at theater during their rehearsal for the show presented -"basic byebye cantastoria extravaganza". It was a great opportunity for me to see the actors patiently adapting their voices to the new stage condition. During a break I talked with three of them -this is how I met young artists Esteli Kitchen, Joe Therrien and Josh Krugman, relaxed, full of energy, and easily immersing themselves into our dialogue, in which I carefully inserted some anarchic ideas and a dash of humor.
Ioana Petcu: I begin with P. Schumann's words: "Art is food, you can't eat it, but it has to feed you. Art has to be cheap and available to everybody. It needs to be everywhere because it is inside of the world" -it is a quotation from Cheap Art Manifesto. Beautiful words actually. In Peter Schumann's opinion and yours, art has a very specific purpose: to feed. Feeding is one of our basic necessities. With what do you feed your public? Beside bread. Esteli Kitchen: We feed them bread, which takes a while to chow, and also puppet shows which take a while to understand. We feed the mind, the heart and the stomach. I.P.: How can art feed us both on our low and high level?
 Lecturer PhD at the Drama Department, George Enescu National University of Arts, Iași E. K.: Maybe we have to look at the question on the opposite way: art is not just for the rich and not just for the privileged, but it is for everyone regardless of you background. So, we try to make it both complicated -it is not just emotional, like fun to watch enjoyment -but also something for your brain, and also something that can appeal to everyone.
©Luceafărul Theater from Iași I.P.: Because when you participate to a Bread and Puppet show and see the masks and the actors' clowneries, you can conclude that all this is for kids. In Romania it has been a very long tradition or mentality that puppet shows address only children. E.K.: For us puppets are another way to represent reality. We talk a lot about cardboard reality which is our version of puppet reality. It is a way to take it outside of the realm of the emotional. When you watch a TV show or a traditional play, it's about the main character and you feel emotions for them. You like them or you don't. With the puppet it's the splat cardboard representation of reality and it's less about the emotion you feel toward it. It's able to separate it a little bit from these emotional responses and to create some distance from your emotions. Or that perhaps you can use your mind or to interpret it. Joe Therrien: It's kind of puppets are inherently alienating, like you hold the puppet and you realize in an instant that it is not a person. Peter Schumann is the overall vision. Sometimes he's specific, he sculpts something and he says paper machee this, or sometimes he'll say go make a horse, I don't care, any kind of horse and then will be some people running to put things together. Depending on his relationship with you he'll tell you to make something and after that to come back. But he paints everything, and he sculpts most of everything so visually it is definitely his vision. But over the years different artists have been working with Bread and Puppet Theater. As we try to politically underthrow the empire of the United States, we are grateful that sometimes puppets are considered for kids, because it allows us to make really bold statements that often people don't take seriously. I think we have more leeway because we are a puppet theater in a good way, in a way that we use all the time. J.K: This is something that is kind of widely documented in studies of soviet children's books. Here is much more political liberty in the field of the children's books. Otherwise in the field of novels and poetry where the censors expected the political content to be. I.P.: Some of the giant puppets and masks, but also the crafted books, the cartoons, the graphics of P. Schumann reminds me of the expressionism art. And as he was born in Germany, during the uprising of the Nazi Party, do you see any link between this revolution of degenerate art -the expression that Nazis were using to describe the Expressionism -and new activism against nowadays wars and global political issues? J. K.: Peter is very much influenced by the expressionist dance. We melt in it also Dada influences that reject the potential of art and also embrace degeneracy. Materials we make our puppets from are literally degenerate, they decompose, the paper it's eaten by mice and gets moldy. And that's something we embrace, we celebrate it.
I.P.: One of the art criteria is beauty -required by Aristoteles and all the classic aesthetics. But B&P makes another kind of beauty -you start from an idea, take some recycled materials, draw some grotesques sketches and you go in the streets or in nature. How do you describe beauty in your art? E.K.: As our theater is 54 years old we have so many styles of puppets as well as performances, so for example in our circus we will do one act, a horse act, a beautiful dance and the purpose is only beauty. I think that for us the expression of beauty can also be very political. The idea of the beauty of nature being a political act because it's been destroyed, but I think there is beauty in grotesque. Peter creates things not with the idea of creating something beautiful but to spread idea that may be beautiful. J. T.: I feel that we pursue powerful images and we don't necessarily think if it's beautiful or grotesque or is the image we're making powerful ... it is the moving picture that's compelling ... that is strong. E.K.: Our art is for good and against evil.
©Luceafărul Theater from Iași I.P.: We say in general that words have an incredible power: they can harm you, they can recover you, words can start wars or end them. But in your theater words are sometimes dominated by images. The image of a giant puppet, of a group of actors, an installation etc. Do you consider that here is a translation from words to image in your work? E.K.: Some of our shows have no text and some are just powerful images. The style of Peter's writings is very specific, complex and very dense. So, it's possible that the members of the audience take different things away from the texts. Some they'll understand and some they won't, but this particular style that we do the Cantastoria, it's about the relationship between image and text. In this performance we work with the interplay between those two ideas. J.T.: And I think in a lot of Peter writings there's a main theme that language is unable to talk about what we talk about. So, I think that it's about the deconstructed language and sort of to point about the absurdity of the language or its limitations. At the core is an image, but there are often times when texts are hidden in that image. Text puts images in a context and the audience is thinking in a direction of things you're hoping they'll think about.
I.P.: Speaking about the relationship between the actor's body and the public's body -what is your method/the process to create it? I saw some fragment of Gates of Hell in which people were far from the performance, a distance was created from the action place and the viewer. Meanwhile in other street shows this distance reduces. How does the actor feel these different distances during the performance act? J.T.: The show that we're doing here, we are often in the street, so we are often very close to people. It's a style that requires the power of the cantastoria, whereas what we perform on the farm, we call pageants, we have a giant field, puppets are moving one or four hundred feet from you over a large landscape. There the distance is crucial, you have the whole vista. The landscape is the stage, there is a special energy in that long kind of distance, and when the audience is with you, you feel it very concretely. J. K.: Sometimes we perform our circus in an outdoor amphitheater, then if it rains, we have to perform it in our indoor theater. We squeeze the audience together rather than have them seating on their blankets under their umbrellas etc. When we tour we play in unconventional spaces: in churches, community centers, parks, warehouses and lofts. We try to be very flexible, as our shows. We're always adjusting our volume and other more several things. J.T.: Sometimes it is stressful but usually it's fun. E.K.: When you work at B&P you have to have flexibility and adaptability. We pride ourselves on learning how to work in any circumstances. J.K.: It's part of the street theater heritage. Sometimes there is no backstage, so you have to put the puppets with their face against the wall, turn them around and then they are on stage. J.T.: I studied acting at the university and I worked with a bunch of theaters before I came to B&P, and flexibility, the things changing so quickly and having to figure out so much that interfered, it was challenging for me first, but now it's the most exciting part of theater to me. To get into the space and how do we make it work. I was not trained to be that flexible. To be like, in a second rearrange everything, but now I simply enjoy that part of it. E.K.: We have very few time to make a show -one week or two days. J.T.: Once I was on a puppet festival in France and I asked them for how long they rehearse for the performance and they say six weeks. Oh my god, six weeks?! In US theaters is the same, but our show making is so quicker, you know as politic changes, we have to be able to change that quick and to make new shows. E.K.: When we put on stage a new one and we have to work with volunteers, three days are the normal amount for the rehearsal time. When we are touring that is coming. J.T.: And we've done less. E.K.: Yeah… J.T.: One day. J.K.: Sometimes we arrive in a place where we have fifteen to fourty volunteers, on the shows that require volunteer participation, and we rehearse with them for four hours, sleep, rehearse the next day, dress, rehearse and perform the show. When we're touring, it's coming. I.P.: How does it feel to be part of the big B&P body? J.T.: I really, really appreciate it. There are now fifty-four years of puppeteers and artists who worked in this semi-horizontal, anarchist, chaotic storm of artistic creativity. Peter's always been directing things, but so many brilliant artists have thrown the passion into it for different periods of time, and at this point, fifty-four years in, there are still puppeteers who still come back and perform at the theater, so there's a real family sense of people, olders who came back and tell us "oh, when I was young and I've been in Europe… this is haw it was in the '80s…" It is a pretty unique institution in the US, you don't have in theaters in the US fourteen years of experience to drop from. It's pretty amazing. And, also there are kids who works with us, in Vermont community there are kids, sixteen-year old, that joined us. I love this aspect of B&P, to be a part of that. J.K.: We toured with a ten-year old last spring, and his mom, and his brother. It was really good. J.T.: In the summer we have a lot of different people from different countries and from all over US and we always try to increase the diversity. We have an apprentice program and a lot of younger people come in, but diversity in the US is a very touchy subject right now. There's a big discussion about class and race diversity. We're continuing to try to diversify, because racism is so ingrained in the system, that we even have to fight against to create opportunities and to find the largest idea we possibly can, but it's something we actively talk about. Diversity is always for what we starving for. I.P.: Is diversity food for B&P Theater? J.T.: Ha ha (laughing) ... Diversity is like amount of different spices you can put into different food. I.P.: When we open B&P official website, first thing it came into your eyes is Peter's words about the good that theater brings. Isn't that a utopia? I heard the story that during one of your mass shows two drunk men had a fight, and one was killed. So sometimes the result is not the one we expect. J.K.: First and foremost, we try to make theater and we try to do it in a way that is aligned with our politics, so we try not to waist stuff, in fact we try to use other people's waist to make our theater, this is why we have so much card board apart from it being an amazing material, but it is always available on the trash. We grow our own food in Vermont. So rather than creating a utopia, we wanna do theater that's aligned to politics and we have to figure out how to do it, we have to figure out who does the dishes or who takes care of the money and then how it works best. We don't call it the grand thing. We call it how does it work best. J.T.: We're very imperfect. The system we lived under, it is so rotten and so expensive right now, that it is so hard to see past that system, to see the world in which we could be living in a post-apocalyptic vision, but we know that there's something better than we have, so we try to look around us and make sense of what we can of all sharing, cooking and singing together, these all are things that always feel good. We try to collect the things that we can in the mist of this totally chaotic thunderstorm of capitalism. What we're fighting for and I think is still a vision that is bigger than we can think of right now. J.K.: We think that right now a lot of the language is of possibility, rather than having a programmatic vision like Marxism. It's more an anarchist idea of, these are possibilities that could be experimented with. This are things to follow this way or that way. J.T.: It's not prescriptive. It's inspirational. But it's not like this is the way. It's a chaotic interrogation of what's possible. It is present in our shows, it is what's possible on the stage -image-wise, beauty-wise, reality-wise that we could create -, but also what's possible in real life, in this moment, how do we make it good for each other and for the world as we can. I.P: Peter Schumann often mixed in his speeches notions like carnival, circus, mass performances. If you add on this panorama the influences of Bruegel, Dürer or Rodin, Brecht and Bach, we can observe that the B&P style is quite eclectic. Your theater seems to me like a walking museum of myths, ancient stories, biblical tales and also actual imagery. Do you think that's all about ancient myths or maybe our world has new myths? J.T.: We're looking for powerful images and we're non-discriminatory. There are some ancient images that still totally resonate in work and we'll use those, but we'll use quickly something from a newspaper article without any Shakespeare, Greek play or fairy tale. I think it's in a moment, it's very quick, it's not pre-thought out very much. We'll steal from any era of human history if it's helpful in the moment. J.K.: Bread and Puppet usually works by comparing a mythic figure and a contemporary one. For example, doing a play called The Station of the Cross, and making Jesus be a Vietnamese woman. It triggers the feelings that people feel for Jesus as a suffering figure. And superimposes the appeal for those feelings so it adds a new dimension, a new metaphorical power perhaps fore the suffering contemporary people. I don't think that religious myths are necessarily so simple. We haven't performed a nativity show or an eastern show or a station of the cross for a longtime and maybe it's because in some way Peter has stopped wanting to exploit the power of inherited religious feeling and metaphor. He is suspicious of it and the uses that it's put to. We did a Monteverdi opera version of the Return of Ulysses a few years ago and we've worked in a similar way. I.P.: Do you believe that the refugee is the new mythical figure of the 21 st Century? Or do we still have the old myths like in ancient times?
©Luceafărul Theater from Iași J.T.: Peter has always been concerned with refugees, he was a refugee himself during the WWII, and I think right now some many refugees are been created and the US are so responsible for this creation, like directly responsible, that the fact that we don't take it in makes it the most urgent issue in the last few years, I feel like there has been more emphasis on using refugee imagery and tax her about the refugee, because there is a moment in America when we're struggling with our moral obligation, feeling beyond anything. It is more present now because of what's happening in the world. Not only the refugees from Syria, but also those who are dying in the ships in the Mediteranean sea. We're about to go in Amsterdam and work with fifty or twenty of them. Whenever we can, we do. We've worked in Berlin with some of them. There are refugees in Vermont we've made a show with. Any opportunities we can, we do. It's a little hard in New England, in the North-East of the US 'cos there's not a huge refugee population and we don't accept many, but it's something that we always take the chance when we can. J.K.: The refugees don't seem that mythic to me. They are more like this in the public imagination, but maybe they don't function metaphorically in the same way, 'cos you can't say we are not comparing something else to the refugees. If they were functioning like Jesus then we'd say something is like the refugees. But instead the refugees are the thing, so we have to show the refugee in a different way: showing refugee's experience as well as we can on stage that is a sort of abstract expression. I.P.: B&P is one of the most long living independent companies in the USA. Is there a recipe for the longevity on this ephemeral underground art area? J.K.: A big part of that is the energy of Peter Schumann and also his personal charisma. Elka Schumann is also an extraordinary person and a matriarch, somebody who really holds the community in a big way and this generations of puppeteers who've been attracted to working with Peter and Elka. It has created a very strong culture that is able to always be sufficient to carry out the creative impulses and inspirations of Peter. There's always enough people who want to work with him and make his work. I guess it may be not a very satisfying answer for somebody looking about how to do it 'cos the answer is
